Premium organic Bordeaux

Château Rioublanc is dating from the beginning of the 19th century. The house is a beautiful
"Girondine" and its white stones reflect the prosperity of the area during its creation. Behind the house, the
vast wine cellar highlights the wine tradition of the domain. The barn, with its dovecote, reminds that at that
time, mixed farming was the rule. Especially since it was necessary to provide hay for the working animals
used for the work in the vineyard. Today, tractors have replaced the oxen and the barn was converted into a
storehouse for bottles.
Ideal « Terroir » of the Right Bank (18km north of Libourne) for Great Wines : This high silty clay
plateau (clay subsoil with ferruginous deposits) was once favored for growing white grapes.
Château Rioublanc always produces dry and sweet white wines and Crémant. However, since the 80s, red
has become the main production. This was made possible thanks to deep drainage on many plots. In
addition, global warming is beneficial for those "cold lands", while in the "great" historic terroirs, a
recurring problem overipeness arises , particularly for Merlot.
Volunteers men have always been progress players at Château Rioublanc. And Edouard Carretero, from
1963 put all his energy to give back the Château its original dimension. His son, Philippe, after a solid
technical training (engineer and oenologist) continued in this direction. He is surrounded by a strong team
of 12 permanent employees.
A remarkable vineyard has been built over the years. All plots are planted at high density (5000vines / ha).
Up and neat tying of the vines captures much sunshine, and combined with the manual leaf-stripping, it
ensures regular production of healthy and ripe grapes.
The diverse grape varieties adapts to plots aimed at the harmony and the richness of our wines: - In Red:
Merlot (70%), Cabernet Sauvignon (20%), Cabernet Franc (6%) and Malbec (4 %). - In White: Sauvignon
(68%), Semillon (24%) and Colombard (8%).
The choice of Organic production was done in 2009. It is a comprehensive approach to the protection of
the environment, the quality of wine and health of growers and consumers.
Contrary to popular belief, organic is an innovative approach. In the vineyard, it requires a large team and
efficient means. In the cellar, it requires great precision because most corrective techniques are prohibited.
Thus, organic wines are among the most authentic local wines from « terroir ».

A complete range of organic Bordeaux wines.
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Château Rioublanc
Red Organic Bordeaux 2018
A pleasure wine, nice fresh and fruity balance
Philippe Carretero
Winegrower & Oenologist

A modern and elegant bottle that respects
traditional codes. All legal information is on
the label. The back label is intended to
inform the consumer

Appellation : Bordeaux
Location : Right Bank, 15 km north of Libourne
Vintage : 2018.
Available quantity : 24 000 bottles (01/2022).
Terroir : silty clay plateau, on a clay subsoil with ferruginous deposits.
This character of « cold soils » in high plateau brings freshness and harmony to
our wines. Here, in the « great vintages », the vine does not suffer from maturity
blocking: the grapes are balanced and give wines with a nice acidity, reasonable
alcoholic degrees and intense aromas.
Grapes : Merlot (70%) - Cabernet Sauvignon (20%) - Cabernet Franc (6%) Malbec (4%), planted to density of 5000 stems/ha.
Production : ORGANIC WINE (certification Ecocert).
Beyond the (legitimate) requirements of organic production, our vineyard is
always managed in respect of the plant and biodiversity. Often, it is a question of
intervening as little as possible... which supposes to observe the best we can !
From pruning through to harvest, all the work is done by our own strong team.
Harvest : mechanical with hand-sorting and automatic sorting on a "Mistral" table.
Winemaking:
The harvest is completely destemmed but not crushed.
The drip juice is incorporated after settling.
In vats, after a cold maceration, fermentation occurs naturally without adding
either yeast or sugar nor sulfites.
Extraction is done by natural transfer and gentle stirring ensures that
fermentation ceases entirely. Vatting period continues for 8 days
Thanks to a gentle pressing, a quality press-wine is obtained which can be early
assembled to drip wine. This facilitates a quick start of malolactic fermentation.
Early in September 2020, after a light filtration, bottling was done at the
Chateau, using our own equipment and our own team of workers.
Analysis : Alcohol : 13°3 - Sugar : 0.3 - pH : 3,7 - SO2 total : 26mg/L
Description :
Deep garnet. The nose is intense, with notes of black fruits (blackcurrant,
blackberry), hint of violet, «English candy», spices (vanilla, pepper) and toasted
bread. On the palate, roundness with a certain freshness and elegant tannins.
The finish is long. The whole demonstrates a superb balance. Grand Vin, very
accessible while expressing great complexity.
Readiness to drink, Shelf-life:
You can savor this wine already now or keep it until 2028. It will be the
companion of a whole meal. (white meat as red meat) or a cheese platter.
Open in advance (1 to 2 hours).

Philippe CARRETERO - Château Rioublanc - 33910 St Ciers d'Abzac
Tél. +33 (0)5 57 56 11 42 - contact@chateau-rioublanc.com
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Château Rioublanc
Red Organic Bordeaux 2019
Great Vintage
Philippe Carretero
Winegrower & Oenologist

Appellation: Bordeaux
Location : Right Bank, 15 km north of Libourne
Vintage : 2019.
Available quantity: 40 000 bottles (01/2022).
Terroir: silty clay plateau, on a clay subsoil with ferruginous deposits.
This character of « cold soils » in high plateau brings freshness and harmony to
our wines. Here, in the « great vintages », the vine does not suffer from maturity
blocking: the grapes are balanced and give wines with a nice acidity, reasonable
alcoholic degrees and intense aromas.
Grapes : Merlot (70%) - Cabernet Sauvignon (20%) - Cabernet Franc (6%) Malbec (4%), planted to density of 5000 stems/ha.
Production : ORGANIC WINE (certification Ecocert).
Beyond the (legitimate) requirements of organic production, our vineyard is
always managed in respect of the plant and biodiversity. Often, it is a question of
intervening as little as possible... which supposes to observe the best we can !
From pruning through to harvest, all the work is done by our own strong team.
Harvest: mechanical with hand-sorting and automatic sorting on a "Mistral" table.
Winemaking:
The harvest is completely destemmed but not crushed.
The drip juice is incorporated after settling.
In vats, after a cold maceration, fermentation occurs naturally without adding
either yeast or sugar nor sulfites.
Extraction is done by natural transfer and gentle stirring ensures that
fermentation ceases entirely. Vatting period continues for 8 days
Thanks to a gentle pressing, a quality press-wine is obtained which can be early
assembled to drip wine. This facilitates a quick start of malolactic fermentation.
Early in September 2021, after a light filtration, bottling was done at the
Chateau, using our own equipment and our own team of workers.
Analysis : Alcohol : 13°1 - pH : 3,79 - SO2 total : 40mg/L - Sugar : 0.
Description: Deep garnet. The nose is intense, with notes of black fruits
(blackcurrant, blackberry), hint of violet, spices (vanilla, pepper, licorice, cocoa)
and toasted bread. On the palate, good balance between roundness and elegant
tannins. The finish is long. The whole demonstrates a superb balance. Grand Vin,
very rich but easy to enjoy.
A modern and elegant bottle that respects
traditional codes. All legal information is
on the label. The back label is intended to
inform the consumer.

Readiness to drink, serving suggestions: You can savor this wine already now. Its
structure enables to keep it until 2025.

Philippe CARRETERO - Château Rioublanc - 33910 St Ciers d'Abzac
Tél +33 (0)5 57 56 11 42 - contact@chateau-rioublanc.com
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Château Rioublanc
Bordeaux Supérieur 2016
Cuvée Edouard
NEW : Our «Grand Vin»
in a Great Vintage

Philippe Carretero
Winegrower & Oenologist

This vintage is a tribute to Edouard Carretero who is responsible for the
revival of the estate in 1963. It comes from our best parcels with the aim of
creating a balanced, fruity and subtly woody Grand Vin.
Appellation: Bordeaux Supérieur Location: Right Bank, 15 km north of Libourne
Vintage : 2016.
Available quantity: 5 000 bottles (01/2022).
Terroir: silty clay plateau, on a clay subsoil with ferruginous deposits.
This character of « cold soils » in high plateau brings freshness and harmony to
our wines. Here, in the « great vintages », the vine does not suffer from maturity
blocking: the grapes are balanced and give wines with a nice acidity, reasonable
alcoholic degrees and intense aromas.
Grapes: Merlot (67%), Cabernet Sauvignon (33%) planted to density of 5000 stems/ha
Production : ORGANIC WINE (certification Ecocert).
Beyond the (legitimate) requirements of organic production, our vineyard is
always managed in respect of the plant and biodiversity. Often, it is a question of
intervening as little as possible... which supposes to observe the best we can !
From pruning through to harvest, all the work is done by our own team.
Harvest: mechanical with hand-sorting and automatic sorting on a "Mistral" table.
Winemaking:
The harvest is completely destemmed but not crushed.
The drip juice is set apart in order to improve the concentration of the cuvée. In
vats, after a cold maceration, fermentation occurs naturally without adding
either yeast or sugar nor sulfites.
Extraction is done by natural transfer and gentle stirring ensures that
fermentation ceases entirely. Vatting period continues for 8 days
Thanks to a very gentle pressing, the quality press-wine obtained can be early
assembled to drip wine. This facilitates a quick start of malolactic fermentation.
Early in September 2018, after a light filtration, bottling was done at the
Chateau, using our own equipment and our own team of workers.
Analysis : Alcohol : 13°4 - PH : 3,59 - So2 total : 26mg/L - Sugar : 0.
Description: Deep garnet. The nose is intense, with notes of black fruits
(blackcurrant, blackberry), spices (pepper, licorice; cocoa) and woody notes
On the palate, good balance between roundness and elegant tannins. Nice
finish, fresh and long.
A modern and elegant bottle that
respects traditional codes. All legal
information is on the back label.

Readiness to drink, Shelf-life: You can savor this wine already now. It will be the
companion of a whole meal. Its structure enables to keep it for 10 years minimum.
Award : Gold Medal, Concours Mondial Bruxelles 2018.

Philippe CARRETERO - Château Rioublanc - 33910 St Ciers d'Abzac
Tél +33 (0)5 57 56 11 42 - contact@chateau-rioublanc.com
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Château Rioublanc
Bordeaux Supérieur 2018
Cuvée Edouard
NEW : Our «Grand Vin»
in a Great Vintage

Philippe Carretero
Winegrower & Oenologist

This vintage is a tribute to Edouard Carretero who is responsible for the
revival of the estate in 1963. It comes from our best parcels with the aim of
creating a balanced, fruity and subtly woody Grand Vin.
Appellation: Bordeaux Supérieur Location: Right Bank, 15 km north of Libourne
Vintage : 2018.
Available quantity: 20 000 bottles (01/2022).
Terroir: silty clay plateau, on a clay subsoil with ferruginous deposits.
This character of « cold soils » in high plateau brings freshness and harmony to
our wines. Here, in the « great vintages », the vine does not suffer from maturity
blocking: the grapes are balanced and give wines with a nice acidity, reasonable
alcoholic degrees and intense aromas.
Grapes: Merlot (67%), Cabernet Sauvignon (33%) planted to density of 5000 stems/ha
Production : ORGANIC WINE (certification Ecocert).
Beyond the (legitimate) requirements of organic production, our vineyard is
always managed in respect of the plant and biodiversity. Often, it is a question of
intervening as little as possible... which supposes to observe the best we can !
From pruning through to harvest, all the work is done by our own team.
Harvest: mechanical with hand-sorting and automatic sorting on a "Mistral" table.
Winemaking:
The harvest is completely destemmed but not crushed.
The drip juice is set apart in order to improve the concentration of the cuvée. In
vats, after a cold maceration, fermentation occurs naturally without adding
either yeast or sugar nor sulfites.
Extraction is done by natural transfer and gentle stirring ensures that
fermentation ceases entirely. Vatting period continues for 8 days
Thanks to a very gentle pressing, the quality press-wine obtained can be early
assembled to drip wine. This facilitates a quick start of malolactic fermentation.
Early in September 2020, after a light filtration, bottling was done at the
Chateau, using our own equipment and our own team of workers.
Analysis : Alcool : - PH : - So2 total : - Sugar : 0.
Description: Deep garnet. The nose is intense, with notes of black fruits
(blackcurrant, blackberry), spices (pepper, licorice; cocoa) and woody notes
On the palate, good balance between roundness and elegant tannins. Nice
finish, fresh and long.
A modern and elegant bottle that
respects traditional codes. All legal
information is on the back label.

Readiness to drink, Shelf-life: You can savor this wine already now. It will be the
companion of a whole meal. Its structure enables to keep it for 10 years minimum.

Philippe CARRETERO - Château Rioublanc - 33910 St Ciers d'Abzac
Tél +33 (0)5 57 56 11 42 - contact@chateau-rioublanc.com
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Château Rioublanc
Organic Bordeaux dry white
An aromatic white, fruity (citrus, peach,
pineapple, pear), floral and mineral
for entries deli, cheese …

Philippe Carretero
Winegrower & Oenologist

Appellation : Bordeaux
Location : Right Bank, 15 km north of Libourne.
Vintage : 2021
Available quantity : 8 000 bottles (01/2022)
Terroir : silty clay plateau, on a clay subsoil with ferruginous deposits
This character of « cold soils » in high plateau brings freshness and harmony to our
wines. Here, in the « great vintages », the vine does not suffer from maturity
blocking: the grapes are balanced and give wines with a nice acidity, reasonable
alcoholic degrees and intense aromas.
Grapes : 70% Sauvignon (for the aroma intensity) - 22% Sémillon ( for the structure
and aging capability) - 8% Colombard (for freshness). This blend is the signature for
this white.
Production : ORGANIC WINE (certification Ecocert).
Beyond the (legitimate) requirements of organic production, our vineyard is always
managed in respect of the plant and biodiversity. Often, it is a question of
intervening as little as possible ... which supposes to observe the best we can ! From
pruning through to harvest, all the work is done by our own team.
Harvest by hand : to preserve the aromas and prevent oxidation.
Winemaking:
The grapes are vinified separately. A skin maceration of 3 hours, ensures the
extraction of aromas. After a gentle pressing, the juice is brought to 8 °C for 5 days
stay on bottom deposits,followed by static settling (to refine, without stripping).
Yeasting ensures aromatic clarity. This white wine, made from perfectly ripe grapes,
is naturally round and aromatic. The aging continues in underground vats for natural
clarification. A simple filtration via cellulosis grids is done before bottling is done at
the Chateau, using our own equipment and our own team of workers. .
Analysis : Alcohol : 11°9 - PH : 3,41 - So2 total : 96mg/L - Sugar : 0.2g/L.
Description :
Beautiful golden color. The nose is intense, elegant with notes of pear, white flowers
(acacia) , and agrumes. The palate is super-fresh and zesty, chock-full of citrus and
sunny stone fruit with a nice roundness. The aftertaste is long and pleasant.
Shelf-life: This wine will retain its quality for 2-3 years.
Serving suggestions :
This wine will be assessed on entries deli, on fresh fish and shellfish. It will be ideal
on any cheese sortiment with a goat cheese or soft cheese (Epoisses, Livarot ... ) .
In summer, enjoy it as an aperitif in the manner of a petit blanc de comptoir. a treat !
Modern presentation with heavy bottle,
personalized capsule and cork stopper.
The label being fully informative, the backlabel is planned to inform the consumer.

Award : Gold Medal Concours Agricole Bordeaux 2022

Philippe CARRETERO - Château Rioublanc - 33910 St Ciers d'Abzac
Tél +33 (0)5 57 56 11 42 - contact@chateau-rioublanc.com
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Château Rioublanc
Bordeaux Rosé
Elegant and fruity, the rosé for a whole meal !

Modern presentation with heavy bottle,
personalized capsule and cork stopper.
The label being fully informative, the backlabel is planned to inform the consumer.

Philippe Carretero
Winegrower & Oenologist

Appellation : Bordeaux rosé (15km north Libourne)
Vintage : 2021
Production : "ORGANIC WINE" (certification Ecocert).
The quality of wine derives first from the vine. As for the best Crus, vines are
planted to density of 5000 stems/ha. All our vineyard is organic in order to
respect the plant, soil life and...the «Terroir» From pruning through to harvest,
all the work is done by a large team of experienced, permanent employees.
Terroir : silty clay plateau, on a clay subsoil with ferruginous deposits
Grapes : Cabernet Franc (50%) - Cabernet Sauvignon (50%) planted to high
density of 5000 stems/ha.
Yield : 33hl/ha.- Available quantity : 6 000 bottles (01/2022)
Harvest by night to avoid crushing and oxidation.
Winemaking :
Harvest is done only in the morning so that the grapes arrive at the press
at a low temperature.
A skin maceration, «macération pelliculaire», is carried out for 4 to 6 hours in
a closed pneumatic press. Pressing is done slowly (3 hours) at low pressure.
Settling of the juice is done during 24 hours at 10°C.
Fermentation is carried out by selected yeasts, between 16°C and 18°C.
The new wine is aged in an underground vat in order to keep a constant
temperature which keeps the clarification natural.
A filtration on grids is done when bottling, end of January.
Bottling is done at the Chateau, using our own equipment and our own team
of workers.
Analysis : Alcohol : 12°8, Sugar : 0g, So2 total : 78mg/L. pH : 3,35
Description :
Its colour is bright, pale rosé with salmon shades. When swirling the wine, all
the intensity is revealed. The nose opens with fruity aromas (blackcurrant
and blackberry) then floral notes, with a hint of «bonbon anglais» and
grapefruit.
On the palate, the attack is round and fine. The finish is long and well
balanced.
Readiness to drink, Shelf-life & Serving
You can enjoy this rosé right now to savor the quality of the fruit. Can be kept
till end 2024. Serve at 8/10°C with Mediterranean cuisine (start at aperitif)
and with grilled foods (including fish), St Jacques shells or crabs and prawns…
Awards :
- Silver Medal Concours Général Agricole Paris 2022
MÉDAILLE
D’ARGENT
- Gold Medal Concours Agricole Bordeaux 2022

Philippe CARRETERO - Château Rioublanc - 33910 St Ciers d'Abzac
Tél +33 (0)5 57 56 11 42 - contact@chateau-rioublanc.com
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Château Rioublanc
Sweet organic Bordeaux
Amazing, it combines roundness and liveliness !
For aperitif, spicy dishes, desserts...

Philippe Carretero
Winegrower & Oenologist

Appellation: Bordeaux Supérieur - Location: Right Bank, 15 km north of Libourne.
Vintage : 2020
Available quantity : 1 800 bottles (01/2022)
Terroir : silty clay plateau, on a clay subsoil with ferruginous deposits
Grapes : 70% Sauvignon - 30% Sémillon ( for the structure and aging capability).
Production : ORGANIC WINE(certification Ecocert).
Harvest : 100% by hand with 2 successive sortings. This wine is naturally sweet
without adding sugar. The grapes are concentrated according 3 ways: Overripe
grapes, Raisined grapes (passerillage sur latte), Grapes with botrytis (noble rot).
It is the combination of these three modes of concentration that give the
richness in sugar and the aromatic complexity.
Winemaking :
Harvest is done only in the morning so that the grapes arrive at the press at a
temperature below 15°C. Sémillon and Sauvignon are vinified separately.
A skin maceration, «macération pelliculaire», is carried out for 4 to 6 hours in a
closed pneumatic press, to facilitate the extraction of aromas. Pressing is done
slowly at low pressure, followed by a static racking at 12°C.
Fermentation occurs naturally without adding either yeast or sugar nor sulfites
The mutage is done around a density of 1010 in order to obtain the right desired
sugar/alcohol balance.
This new wine is aged in an underground vat in order to keep a constant
temperature which preserves the aromas and keeps the clarification natural.
A filtration on sterile grids is done when bottling.
Bottling is done at the Chateau, using our own equipment and our own team.
Analysis : Alcohol : 13° - Sugar : 35 g - So2 total : 130mg/L - PH : 3,65
Description:
Its golden colour is bright. Expressive nose, dried fruit, apricot and date with
Muscat notes and terpenic notes like lychee and mango. On palate fresh attack
followed by a nice balance on aromas of candied fruit and honey. Beautiful
creaminess on the finish with a long aromatic persistence.
Readiness to drink, Shelf-life
You can savor this sweet wine already now. Enjoy it by 2024/2025... or more ?

Modern presentation with heavy bottle,
personalized capsule and cork stopper.
The label being fully informative, the backlabel is planned to inform the consumer.

Serving suggestions:
Conventionally used on foie gras: thanks to its cool balance, it does not saturate
the palate for the meal. It will also be enjoyed with desserts, cheese (Roquefort,
blue ...) and with sugar / salted dishes (Asian cuisine) or spicy foods.

Philippe CARRETERO - Château Rioublanc - 33910 St Ciers d'Abzac
Tél +33 (0)5 57 56 11 42 - contact@chateau-rioublanc.com
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Château Rioublanc
Crémant de Bordeaux Organic
«... anthology of citrus with a touch of butter,
the exotic fruit enters the scene in a palace which
offers the roundness of Sémillon and liveliness
of Sauvignon "
* Guide Hachette 2015

Philippe Carretero
Winegrower & Oenologist

Appellation : Crémant de Bordeaux blanc.
Production : ORGANIC WINE(certification Ecocert).
Terroir : plateau argilo-limoneux sur argile à crasse de fer.
Grapes : Sémillon (80%), and Colombard (20%). The right balance between
structure, aroma and freshness
Available quantity : 8 000 bottles (01/2022)
Harvest : 100% hand picking Harvest is done only in the morning so that the
grapes arrive at the press at a low temperature.(protection of the aromas)
Production of the "Crémant base wine" : the selected grape plots are located
close to the winery to minimize the time between harvesting and pressing. Two
pneumatic presses, provide a gentle pressing according to a Champagne program.
The juice , already very clear, is decanted after resting for 24 hours at 10°C.
In the absence of sulphiting, added yeasts ensure a good start in fermentation.
Prise de mousse: The second fermentation undergoes in the bottle in an
underground cellar at 14°C (old limestone quarries under the hill of St Emilion).
The wine is laid down « sur lattes » for a minimum of 12 months.
Thus, the wine is refined and enriches its flavor . (yeasts autolysis confers to the
Cremant its balance in mouth) Here, in a traditional way ,the bottles are tipped
by hand (« dégorgement à la volée », to bring the lees to the neck to be expelled.
Last step: the addition of a small dose of sugar (« liqueur d’expédition ») and final
corking with its wire cage.
Analysis : Alcohol: 11°8, Sugar<1g, pH : 3.4, So2 total 33mg/L, Pression 5.5 bar
Description : the color is brilliant with an abundance of fine persistent bubbles .
The nose is crisp with aromas of white blossoms, pears and yeasty brioche notes.
The palate is both lively and well-rounded, making it refreshing and enjoyable.
In addition to this "brut" assemblage, a "demi-sec" is available.
Storage & Service : This Crémant can be drunk now . It will keep for up to 2 years.
Serve to 8/10°C , ideally as an aperitif or throughout a meal due to its roundness.
Conventionally, this Cremant will be served as an aperitif to create a festive time.
It will perfectly accompany fish and seafood. Also think to serve this wine with
cheese and dessert.
Modern presentation with heavy bottle,
An informative customised back- label
is possible.

Philippe CARRETERO - Château Rioublanc - 33910 St Ciers d'Abzac
Tél +33 (0)5 57 56 11 42 - contact@chateau-rioublanc.com
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Château Rioublanc
Crémant de Bordeaux Organic
A beautiful bottle to accompany a whole meal,
from aperitif to dessert.

Philippe Carretero
Winegrower & Oenologist

Appellation : Crémant de Bordeaux rosé.
Production : ORGANIC WINE(certification Ecocert).
Terroir : plateau argilo-limoneux sur argile à crasse de fer.
Grapes : Merlot 1/3 - Cabernet Sauvignon 1/3 - Cabernet Franc 1/3. Vines are
planted to high density (5000 stems/ha) for the best expression of the « terroir ».
Available quantity : 4 000 bottles (01/2022)
Harvest : 100% hand picking Harvest is done only in the morning so that the
grapes arrive at the press at a low temperature.(protection of the aromas)
Production of the "Crémant base wine" : the selected grape plots are located
close to the winery to minimize the time between harvesting and pressing. Two
pneumatic presses, provide a gentle pressing according to a Champagne program.
The juice , already very clear, is decanted after resting for 24 hours at 10°C.
In the absence of sulphiting, added yeasts ensure a good start in fermentation.
Prise de mousse: The second fermentation undergoes in the bottle in an
underground cellar at 14°C (old limestone quarries under the hill of St Emilion).
The wine is laid down « sur lattes » for a minimum of 12 months.
Thus, the wine is refined and enriches its flavor . (yeasts autolysis confers to the
Cremant its balance in mouth) Here, in a traditional way ,the bottles are tipped by
hand (« dégorgement à la volée », to bring the lees to the neck to be expelled.
Last step: the addition of a small dose of sugar (« liqueur d’expédition ») and final
corking with its wire cage.
Analysis : Alcohol: 13.2°, Sugar: 7g, pH : 3.1, So2 total : 36mg/L, Pressure 5.9bar.
Description : the color is brilliant with an abundance of fine persistent bubbles .
The nose is crisp with aromas of white blossoms, pears and yeasty brioche notes.
The palate is both lively and well-rounded, making it refreshing and enjoyable.
Storage & Service : This Crémant can be drunk now . It will keep for up to 2 years.
Serve to 8/10°C , ideally as an aperitif or throughout a meal due to its roundness.
A modern and classical presentation :
The label being fully informative, the backlabel is planned to inform the consumer.

Conventionally, this Cremant will be served as an aperitif to create a festive time.
It will perfectly accompany fish and seafood. Also think to serve this wine with
cheese and dessert.

Philippe CARRETERO - Château Rioublanc - 33910 St Ciers d'Abzac
Tél +33 (0)5 57 56 11 42 - contact@chateau-rioublanc.com
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Château Rioublanc
sparkling grape juice
(without alcohol)
A few small bubbles that change everything,
to discover plain or in cocktail !

With its classic presentation, similar
to that of our wines and sparkling
wines, this sparkling organic grape
juice will have its place on all the best
tables.

Philippe Carretero
Winegrower & Oenologist

Origine : Bordeaux. Location : 15km north of Libourne.
Millésime : 2017 - Available quantity : 4 000 bottles (01/2018)
Terroir : silty clay plateau, on a clay subsoil with ferruginous deposits .
Grapes : Merlot (100%) - vines planted to high density (5000 stems/ha).
Production : 9000 bottles
Method of production : «Conversion Bio" (certification Ecocert). The
quality of a red wine derives first from the vine. The quality of a grape juice
too! As in "grands crus", our vineyard is organic in order to respect the plant,
soil life and...the «Terroir» From pruning through to harvest, all the work is
done by our large team of experienced, permanent employees.
Harvest : mechanical with hand-sorting, and automatic sorting on a
"Mistral" table. The harvest is completely destemmed but not crushed. The
juice is collected by"saignée", after staying in vats at cold temperature (13 °
C) for 36 hours in an air-free environment. This allows the extraction of
polyphenols and aromatic compounds that will ensure the richness of the
grape juice. Then the juice is further cooled to prevent fermentation. Cold
conditions (0 ° C) will continue for a week to ensure tartar precipitation.
Then the juice is filtered, carbonated (CO2 added), bottled and pasteurized
at 70 ° to prevent fermentation. This natural juice contains no additives and
undergoes no further treatment (unlike industrial juice).
Analysis : Alcool :< 0.5° - PH : 3,85 - Sucre : 200g/l - So2 total <10mg/L.
Description : Beautiful garnet color. The nose is intense, with notes of black
fruits (blackcurrant, blackberry), hint of violet. On the palate, roundness
with a certain freshness brought by the fine effervescence. The finish is long,
supported by sweetness. The magic of pasteurization is to keep this typical
"gruff" aspect of the harvest.
Health : This organic grape juice brings many vitamins B1, B2, B3, B5, B6, B9,
K1 and PP. It is rich in antioxidants: polyphenols that protect arteries and
brain. It is also rich in trace elements, including magnesium, potassium,
phosphorus, iron, copper, zinc, manganese, selenium and calcium.
Serving suggestions : This sparkling grape juice will be enjoyed at breakfast
with its obvious health benefits. One can also taste the alcohol free for an
aperitif or cocktail with ... a Cognac!
Conservation : To keep all the fruity, it is advisable to drink within 2 years.
An opened bottle and then corked with an adapted stopper will keep in the
refrigerator for about a week.
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